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Research profile
My set theoretical research focusses around the construction and analysis of models of set
theory with various combinatorial properties, using the methods of forcing, inner models, and
symmetric models. My main interest is on models having strong closure properties in the form
of large cardinals like measurable cardinals and canonical strengthenings. Model constructions
allow to classify set theoretic properties in terms of the existence of large cardinals: A model
with large cardinals is extended by forcing to a model of the combinatorial property; conversely
assuming the property one defines an inner model of set theory with large cardinals.
Recent results of this type concern “small” measurable cardinals within the bounded Gitik model
(with A. Apter and I. Dimitriou), model theoretic properties about the existence of elementary
substructures with
cardinality constraints (with A. Apter and I. Dimitriou) or the existence of forcing extensions in
which successor cardinals of the ground model become singular (with D. Adolf and A. Apter).
Sometimes large cardinals can be eliminated: we constructed models of set theory without the
axiom of choice in which the generalized continuum hypothesis formulated by F. Hausdorff can
be violated in rather arbitrary ways (with A. Fernengel).
The model of constructible sets by K. Gödel can be obtained in several ways. I developed the
approach by ordinal computability, combining Turing computability and uncountable set theory.

Calibrating certain parameters of ordinal computability one obtains initial segments of Gödel’s
model of various heights. With A. Morozov I determined the segment corresponding to infinite
time Blum-Shub-Smale machines.
The foundations of mathematics encompass the (natural) language of mathematics. The Naproche system developed in the logic group shows that natural language processing can be
applied to mathematics: Naproche prototypically accepts proof texts in natural mathematical
language and checks their correctness (with M. Cramer). For longer texts though we are experiencing a combinatorial explosion in the current setup since the background automatic theorem
prover is given too many premises for its proof search.
In future research the set-theoretical models mentioned above will be analyzed further. What
remains of the ground model large cardinal properties in the Gitik model? Are the strongly compact cardinals of the ground model still Rowbottom cardinals? What is the cardinal arithmetic of
infinite sums and products in the model with Fernengel? How does Shelah’s theory of possible
cofinalities behave in that model? Can the model be modified so that the axiom of choice holds
for countable families? Work on the minimality of Prikry forcing with Gitik and Kanovei which
shows that all non-trivial subforcings of Prikry forcing are themselves Prikry forcings is to be
finalized.
I shall use ordinal computability for the fine structural analysis of constructible sets. One can
use ordinal computability theory to reconstruct an existing but cumbersome fine structure theory of J. Silver. There should however be more a direct approaches in which the typical objects
of fine structure can be obtained by computations. Constructible models are also relevant in the
project to generalized descriptive set theory. Such models provide wellordering of low definitional complexity, and hence counterexamples to regularity properties of low complexity.
The Naproche approach shall be extended to natural mathematical argumentation in collaborations with the Isabelle community (L. Paulson and M. Wenzel) and A. Paskevich (SAD system).
We shall pursue the thesis that the combination of Naproche techniques with large-scale technical systems like Isabelle may overcome the complexity problems indicated above by intelligent
premise selection. We shall apply the methods to logical and set-theoretical texts. Results of
these experiments can yield philosophical insights into the nature of mathematical proofs.
Former Research Area L Algorithms in transfinite set theory:
Ordinal computability provides a unifying spectrum of computabilities, parameterized by ordinal time and space bounds, where the computable sets correspond to Borel, ∆12 -, Gödelconstructible sets and other classes. We prove fundamental properties of these classes via
computability. A fine structure theory for the constructible universe can be defined using ordinal
algorithms. Other processes like dynamic systems or Blum-Shub-Smale computations will be
continued into the infinite ordinals.
Formal mathematics:
In the Naproche project (Natural language proof checking), we connect ordinary mathematical
texts with fully formal mathematics. The efficient use of automatic theorem provers for proof
checking depends on the right choice of proof obligation sent to the prover. We study selection and preprocessing algorithms based on heuristics and natural language triggers. We are
reformulating Landau’s Grundlagen der Analysis into human readable and computer checked
formats.
We shall combine Naproche techniques with established powerful formal mathematics systems.
Infinitary combinatorics:
We shall examine cardinal arithmetic for singular cardinals without assuming the axiom of choice, expanding on joint work with Apter and Gitik. We conjecture that infinitary cardinal exponentiation can take arbitrary cardinal values as long as some basic monotonicity is respected.
This contrasts with the singular cardinal behaviour if the axiom of choice is assumed.
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